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Abstract
This paper outlines brieﬂy two semi-analytic/numerical approaches to the calculation of atmospheric leptons with non-
power law primary spectra. One goal is to account for the knee in the primary spectrum above a PeV. Another is to
include correlations in a way that can be used to relate neutrinos and muons from the same shower.
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1. Primary spectrum
The inclusive spectrum of atmospheric leptons depends on the spectrum of nucleons as a function of
energy per nucleon, including protons and neutrons bound in nuclei. This is a consequence of the superposi-
tion approximation for production of hadrons in collisions between nuclei. In the PeV range measurements
of the primary spectrum are from air shower experiments, which measure the relative fractions of diﬀer-
ent groups of nuclei only indirectly. The air shower measurements are usually presented as an all-particle
spectrum, which is the number of particles per logarithmic bin of energy as a function of total energy per
particle. Figure 1 shows a collection of air shower measurements covering the energy range above one PeV.
To obtain the spectrum of nucleons necessary to calculate inclusive spectra of leptons in the atmosphere,
a model of the composition is needed. As an example, the model labeled H4a [1] is shown in Fig. 1. This
is one of several composition models [2] that embody the idea of Peters [3] that each nuclear component
should depend on magnetic rigidity deﬁned as
R =
Pnucleusc
Ze
≈ AiEN
Zi
. (1)
Here EN is the total energy per nucleon and Zi and Ai are respectively the charge and mass of a nucleus of
type i. In these models, the spectrum is assumed to consist of a series of populations of particles, each of
which dominates in a certain region of energy. The diﬀerential spectrum of nuclei of mass Ai is ﬁtted with
an expression of the form
φi(E) = Σ3j=1 ai, j E
−(γi, j+1) × exp
[
− E
ZiRc, j
]
, (2)
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Fig. 1. Cosmic ray energy spectrum of nuclei (left) and the corresponding spectrum of nucleons (right)
where in this example the sum is over 3 populations of particles, each of which is characterized by an
exponential cutoﬀ in rigidity at Rc, j = E/Zi. Each population is characterized by a spectral index γi, j and
a normalization ai, j for each nuclear component. In the model illustrated here, the parameters for the ﬁrst
population, which has the ﬁve standard nuclear components, are chosen to meet direct measurements below
100 TeV. The cutoﬀ for the ﬁrst population is at Rc,1 = 4 PV to give the knee in the spectrum, as shown in
Fig. 1. A second galactic population is assumed, following Hillas [4], with the same ﬁve components and a
rigidity cutoﬀ at 30 PV. The extragalactic component in this illustration is all protons.
The diﬀerential spectrum of nucleons is related to Eq. 2 by
φN(EN) =
dN
dEN
= Σi(Ai)2φi(E = AiEN). (3)
The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the spectrum of nucleons with the contribution of each of the ﬁve nuclear
groups shown separately. Each line is nucleons per GeV/nucleon for the indicated nuclear group, and the
solid line is the sum of all contributions. The main point of this plot is to emphasize the relative importance
of protons as compared to heavier nuclei in the spectrum of nucleons.
Direct measurements include BESS [5] ATIC [6], CREAM [7], PAMELA [8], and AMS02 [9, 10].
Figure 2 shows the degree to which high-energy model points to the direct measurements at low energy.
2. Atmospheric leptons to PeV
One method to include the eﬀect of the knee in the spectrum was described in Ref. [11], which is
an approximation based on the fact that the energy dependences vary smoothly. The standard analytic
approximations for the spectra of muons and neutrinos [12] are used in a convolution that takes account of
the gradual steepening of the primary spectrum of nucleons through the knee region. Gradual changes in
the behavior of hadronic production as reﬂected in the spectrum-weighted moments of the inclusive cross
sections (Z-factors) can also be accounted for in this way. To implement this approximation, the constant
Z-factors are replaced in the scaling approximations of [12] by energy-dependent Z-factors given by
ZNπ± (E) =
∫ ∞
E
dE′
φN(E′)
φN(E)
λN(E)
λN(E′)
dnπ± (E′, E)
dE
. (4)
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Fig. 2. Comparison of model H4a to direct measurements. The solid line shows an E−2.7N spectrum with no knee for comparison.
Here λN(E) is the nucleon interaction length and dn±π is the number of charged pions (or kaons) produced
in dE by nucleons of energy E′, and φN(E) is the diﬀerential spectrum of nucleons. In this way, the energy
dependence of the primary spectrum as well as the energy-dependence of hadronic interactions can be
accounted for. This method was used in [13] to estimate the eﬀect of the knee of the spectrum on atmospheric
muons and neutrinos, including both νμ and νe.
Another approach is simply to integrate the yield per primary cosmic ray of a given lepton. Then the
lepton spectrum is
φ(E) = Σi
∫ ∞
E
φi(E)Y(E, Ei, θ)dEi. (5)
The straightforward way to realize Eq. 5 is with a Monte Carlo simulation. To overcome the problem of
low statistics caused by the fact that the probability of meson decay decreases like 1/E at high energy, an
approximate version of Eq. 5 can be realized by using an approximation for the yield analogous to the Elbert
formula [14] for muons.
3. Atmospheric neutrino veto
An application in which approximations for the yield functions of Eq. 5 are particularly useful is in the
estimation of the neutrino self-veto. It was ﬁrst pointed out in Ref. [15] that at suﬃciently high energy and
for zenith angle not too near the horizon, a νμ created in the atmosphere above an underground detector such
as IceCube would be accompanied by the muon produced in the same decay as the neutrino. Such a muon,
if observed, could be used to veto an atmospheric νμ in a search for extraterrestrial neutrinos by requiring
the event to start inside the detector. For conventional νμ this veto probability can be calculated to a good
approximation using analytic formulas for the production in the atmosphere [15].
In general, for any ﬂavor, an atmospheric neutrino can be vetoed by any muon produced in the same
cosmic-ray event as the neutrino. Unrelated muons from the same shower provide a veto for νe and increase
the veto probability somewhat for νμ. The passing rate for atmospheric neutrinos in a deep detector (that is,
those that are not vetoed) can be expressed as
φ∗(E, θ) = Σi
∫ ∞
E
φi(E)Y(E, Ei, θ)P(0|Ei, θ)dEi, (6)
where P(0|Ei, θ) is the probability that there is no muon in the event with suﬃcient energy to reach the
detector and be observed. Parameterizations of yields for νμ and νe have been developed so that the general
neutrino self-veto can be calculated [16] (see also J. van Santen, these Proceedings).
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